RUSSIAN  AMERICANS
Tamiroff, and a lot of other "offs" on and off the
screen, there are a thousand whose names you some-
times see and sometimes don't, and if you did would
never recognize as Russian; former generals who some-
times star and sometimes work as extras; Russian girls
who sometimes call themselves Kitty O'Reilly, and a lot
of supers whose names you never hear, in pictures like
The General Died at Dawn.1
I went to Cleveland to get a few final impressions
of Russians in America, because it has the largest
urban Russian group outside New York and Chicago,
and because all the foreign-language race groups in
Cleveland are perhaps given a better break and better
understood than in any other big American city. I
called on Theodore Andrica, who runs a Melting Pot
column in the Cleveland Daily Press, and one of the
things he pointed out insistently was that vast numbers
of the so-called Russians in America are no longer,
properly speaking, Russians at all. He said that a little
while back the Czechs, Slovaks, and Carpatho-Russians
had given a greater welcome in Cleveland to Vladimir
1 In addition to the Hollywood group in the Far West and "Rus-
sian Hill/* which is the Russian settlement in San Francisco, there are
more than 100,000 Russians in railroad, agricultural, and mining
work on the Pacific coast and the Rocky Mountain states, and there
is an important large colony of Russian Stundist (Baptist) farmers
who have settled in North Dakota around a town which tibtey have
named Kiev. They are an offshoot of the Stundist colony which
emigrated to Virginia in 1894, and still has a farm colony there.
The Dakota colony, composed of about ten thousand to-day, is
probably the most prosperous Russian agricultural group apart
from the market gardeners on Long Island. Other farm colonies
are in Ohio and the Lake states, with smaller ones scattered
through Pennsylvania and New England.
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